Hybrid-Drive Options
Helping Profit & Growth Responsible Executives Architect Breakthrough Journeys, by Creating and Sustaining
Traction on a Higher Road, of Breakthrough Leadership Beliefs, Behaviors and Results.

We hear a lot about “execution” these days, which is
encouraging. But strategy and execution are only as
good as the traction they create and sustain, on the
higher road of a breakthrough journey. Why are we so
often disappointed with our investments of time and
money in these areas, feeling like we are on a lower road
than we could be on? We have to translate everything
into traction - without traction, there is no journey.
Our integrated breakthrough programs will help you
strengthen your role in the driving seat of your business,
translating strategy and execution into traction. They
will help you unlock, uplift and unfold a higher road of
strategy and execution throughout your organization,
architecting a breakthrough journey. They will help you
translate your investments into results.
Hybrid Programs
We are also pleased to offer highly effective and
affordable hybrid-drive options, comprising a hybrid of
remote (by telephone and web) and local (face-to-face)
facilitation, mentoring and coaching of CEOs,
Executives and their teams. Programs are customized to
your needs, taking a phased approach, such as:

“Strategy & execution are
only as good as the traction
they create and sustain, on
the higher road of a
breakthrough journey”
Mike Richardson
experienced CEO/senior executive,
breakthrough leader and
entrepreneurial strategist/CEO coach.
People support a world they help create. We are strategy facilitators
(with processes/questions) not consultants (with answers), believing it is
a mistake to outsource strategy and strategic thinking to outside
consultants. You and your team have all the answers you need – we
will help you unlock and assemble them, to get (and keep) everyone in
synch on the same page. No one knows your business better than you
do - if needed, “expert” help can be “in-sourced” as part of the process.

"I have been through a lot of strategic planning processes in my
career and this is the best I have seen. It is complete, straightforward and as simple or as sophisticated as you want to make it."
Hank Nordhoff, Chairman & CEO, Gen-Probe Incorporated
(NASDAQ: GPRO).

Phase 1 (typically 3 months):
Telephone/web coaching, mentoring and facilitation
using the Journey-JudgmentTM Opportunity Assessment
(see right) as a basis for:
• Assessing biggest opportunities to create
breakthroughs to new levels of organizational
agility.
• Recommend tools and templates to be used on a
priority basis.
• Reviewing and evolving versions of these artifacts
and leveraging them progressively.
Phase 2 (typically sometime in the second 3 months):
A face-to-face facilitation session to deepen and broaden
the orientation, education and elaboration of the
concepts, models and tools, promoting team
collaboration for breakthroughs to new levels of
organizational agility.
Phase 3 (typically 3 months)
Continuing telephone/web coaching, mentoring and
facilitation to drive the execution of these concepts,
model and tools through to results and assessing
subsequent priorities and opportunities for continuous
improvements and breakthroughs.
Strategy & execution are only as good as the traction they create and sustain, on the higher road of a breakthrough journey.
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